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Abstract

In the present work we theoretically study Seebeck effect in a set of several quantum dots in a serial configuration coupled to nonmagnetic conducting electrodes. We focus on the combined effect of intra-dot Coulomb interactions between electrons and the number of dots on the thermopower ($S$) and the thermoelectric figure of merit ($ZT$) of the considered transport junction within the Coulomb blockade regime. We show that a strong enhancement of the both $S$ and $ZT$ may occur when the chemical potential of electrodes is situated within the Coulomb gap in the electron transmission spectrum thus indicating a possibility of significant increase of the efficiency of heat-to-electric energy conversion. The enhancement becomes more pronounced when the number of dots increases.
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1. Introduction

Thermoelectric transport through single/multiple quantum dots (QDs) and molecules sandwiched between conducting electrodes attracted a significant interest of the research community in the past two decades [1–4]. Alongside other potentially useful properties these systems hold promise for enhanced efficiency of heat-to-electric-energy conversion. Numerous works were focused on Seebeck effect in nanoscale transport junctions which is directly responsible for the energy conversion. The effect is measured by recording the voltage $\Delta V$ canceling a charge current driven by the temperature difference between the electrodes $\Delta T$ [5, 6]. When $\Delta T$ remains much smaller than the temperatures of the electrodes $T_\alpha$ ($\alpha = \{L, R\}$) the system operates within the linear response regime and $\Delta V = -S\Delta T$ where the thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) $S$ does not depend on the temperature gradient. As the difference between the temperatures of electrodes increases, the system may switch to a nonlinear regime, and the thermopower becomes a function of $\Delta T$. In the present work we restrict ourselves with the analysis of certain aspects of linear Seebeck effect.

It was established that thermoelectric properties of nanoscale transport junctions were controlled by several factors including the geometry of the linker, the specifics of its coupling to the electrodes [5–12] and interactions between traveling electrons and linker vibrations and/or environmental nuclear motions [13–19]. Furthermore, Seebeck coefficient may be affected by quantum interference effects [11, 17, 20–24] and by electron photon interactions [25, 26]. Under certain conditions (e.g. in the case of ferromagnetic electrodes), spin polarization of electrons may result in spin Seebeck effect [21, 27–33].

Thermoelectric transport through a long molecule made out of repeating units such as benzene or phenyl rings strongly depends on the number of these subunits which determines the molecular length [5–7, 9, 12, 34]. Similar dependencies may be expected for characteristics of electron transport through
a set of QDs arranged in a serial configuration [11]. Also it is well established that Coulomb interactions between electrons may affect characteristics of thermoelectric transport in nanoscale systems [20–23, 27, 32, 35–39, 42]. For instance, it was shown that the thermal efficiency of a double QD coupled to the electrodes in a parallel configuration may be significantly enhanced due to intra-dot Coulomb interactions [20].

Models commonly employed to analyze the effects of electron–electron interactions on the electron transport through QDs/molecules usually simulate them either as single-level systems [7–9, 13, 22, 35–39, 42] or as double [20, 21, 32, 39, 41, 44] and triple [40] single-level dots in a parallel configuration. The same models could be applied to describe multilevel systems where each level is coupled to the electrodes [27]. Effects of electron–electron interactions on thermoelectric properties of a set of QDs in a serial configuration are less thoroughly studied so far. These effects were briefly analyzed together with quantum interference effects occurring when electrons tunnel through a chain compiled of several single-level QDs and supplemented with side dots providing for multiple pathways for traveling electrons [11]. Also, the influence of Coulomb interactions on characteristics of thermoelectric electron transport in a double dot wired in series within both linear and nonlinear transport regime was recently studied in reference [43].

In the present work we employ a simple tight-binding model of a transport junction including an arbitrary number of single-level QDs wired in series. In contrast to previous works [11, 20, 21, 27, 32, 39–41, 44] this model allows us to study the combined effect of the length of the chain composed of QDs and Coulomb interactions between electrons on the characteristics of thermoelectric transport avoiding the influence of quantum interference. We show that in sufficiently long QD chains intra-dot Coulomb interactions could significantly modify characteristics of electron thermoelectric transport increasing the efficiency of heat-to-electric energy conversion.

Present results may not be considered as a simple generalization of those reported in reference [43] for they are obtained under different assumptions concerning Coulomb interactions. Here we concentrate on the effect of intra-dot Coulomb interactions neglecting weaker inter-dot electron–electron interactions whereas in the earlier work [43] the research was carried out in the limit of infinitely strong intra-dot electron–electron interactions and focused on the effect of inter-dot Coulomb interactions on the charge and heat current rectification. This difference prevents a straightforward comparison of the results obtained here for the case of a double dot wired in series with the corresponding results of reference [43].

2. Model and formalism

We consider a set of $N$ single-level QDs arranged in series. An $i$th dot is assigned an on-site energy $E_i$ and coupled to its nearest neighbors with coupling strengths $\beta_{i-i-1}$ and $\beta_{i-i+1}$ ($2 \leq i \leq N-1$), respectively. Terminal dots in the chain are supposed to be attached to nonmagnetic conducting electrodes. Similar models were used to mimic molecular bridges comprised of repeating units in metal–molecule junctions (see e.g. references [7, 34, 45]). Coulomb interactions between electrons on the same dot are characterized by charging energies $U_i$. We omit interdot Coulomb interactions which usually are much weaker than intra-dot ones. It is known that phonons may have a rather weak effect on electron transport through QDs and/or molecules (see e.g. references [46, 47]). On these grounds, electron–phonon interactions are often omitted when studies electron transport through these systems are carried on. In further analysis we also omit from consideration electron–phonon interactions and assume that coherent electron transmission is the predominant transport mechanism.

To simplify the accepted model we suppose that all on-site energies $E_i$ and charging energies $U_i$ are equal ($E_i = E_0$, $U_i = U$) as well as coupling parameters ($\beta_{i-1,i} = \beta_{i,i+1} = \beta$). Schematics of the model is presented in figure 1. Within the chosen model the Hamiltonian of the considered system may be written in the form:

$$H = H_E + H_d + H_I, \quad (1)$$

Here, $H_E$ describes the electrodes:

$$H_E = \sum_{\alpha,k,\sigma} \epsilon_{\alpha,k,\sigma} C_{\alpha,k,\sigma}^\dagger C_{\alpha,k,\sigma}, \quad (2)$$

where $\alpha = \{L, R\}$ labels the left and right electrodes, $\epsilon_{\alpha,k,\sigma}$ are single electron energies in the electrodes with the wave vectors $k$ and spin $\sigma$ and $C_{\alpha,k,\sigma}^\dagger, C_{\alpha,k,\sigma}$ are creation and annihilation operators for these electrons.

The term $H_d$ is associated with the dots:

$$H_d = \sum_{i,\sigma} n_{i,\sigma}(E_0 + U n_{i-\sigma}) + \beta \sum_{i,\sigma} \left( d_{i,\sigma}^\dagger \left[ d_{i+1,\sigma}(1 - \delta_{iN}) + d_{i-1,\sigma}(1 - \delta_{i1}) \right] + \text{H.C.} \right). \quad (3)$$

In this expression, $1 \leq i \leq N$, $d_{i,\sigma}^\dagger, d_{i,\sigma}$ are creation and annihilation operators for electrons on the $i$th dot, $n_{i,\sigma} = d_{i,\sigma}^\dagger d_{i,\sigma}$ is the particles number operator and $\delta_{ij}$ is the Kronecker symbol.

Assuming that the first ($i = 1$) and the last ($i = N$) dots are coupled to the left and right electrodes, respectively, the transfer Hamiltonian which describes spin conserving electron
tunneling through the system may be written as follows:
\[ H = \sum_{k,\sigma} \left( V_{Lk,\sigma} C_{Lk,\sigma}^\dagger d_{1,\sigma} + V_{Rk,\sigma} C_{Rk,\sigma}^\dagger d_{N,\sigma} + \text{H.C.} \right), \]  
(4)
where \( V_{nk,\sigma} \) represent the relevant coupling strengths. Tunneling rates between the terminal dots and electrodes are given by:
\[ \Gamma_{\sigma}^n(E) = 2\pi \sum_k |V_{nk,\sigma}|^2 \delta(E - E_{k,\sigma}). \]  
(5)
Further we use a wide band approximation treating the tunnel rates as constants. In a symmetrically coupled system with nonmagnetic electrodes these constants do not depend on spin orientation and are equal to each other: \( \Gamma_{\sigma}^n = \Gamma \).

Starting from the Hamiltonian (1) we may derive expressions for the retarded \( \langle G^R_n(E) \rangle \) and advanced \( \langle G^A_n(E) \rangle \) electron Green’s functions for the considered multiple dot which are presented by \( N \times N \) matrices. Since no spin flip processes are taken into account the Green’s functions may be separately introduced for transport channels with different spin orientation. Expressions for matrix elements \( \langle G^R(E)_{ij} \rangle = \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle \) are computed using the equations of motion method in the form suggested in references [48, 49] within the Coulomb blockade regime where charging energies significantly exceed thermal energies \( kT \) (\( k \) being the Boltzmann constant) as well as the coupling strength of the terminal dots to electrodes \( \Gamma \).

It could be shown that matrix elements \( \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle \) for \( 2 \leq i \leq N - 1 \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq N \) are determined by linear equations:
\[ \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle - \nu_{ij} \left( \langle \langle d_{i-1,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle + \langle \langle d_{i+1,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle \right) = \nu_{ij} \delta_{ij}, \]  
(6)
whereas \( \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle \) and \( \langle \langle d_{N,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle \) are determined by equations:
\[ \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle - \nu_{ij} \langle \langle d_{i,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle = \nu_{ij} \delta_{ij}; \]  
(7)
\[ \langle \langle d_{N,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle - \nu_{Nj} \langle \langle d_{N,\sigma}; d_{j,\sigma}^\dagger \rangle \rangle = \nu_{Nj} \delta_{Nj}. \]

In deriving equations (6) and (7) we used the following approximation to decouple some four-operator averages:
\[ \langle \langle A^i B_j; D_k \rangle \rangle \approx \langle \langle A^i \rangle \rangle \langle \langle B_j \rangle \rangle - \langle \langle A^i \rangle \rangle \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle \langle \langle D_k \rangle \rangle \]  
[50].

In these equations:
\[ \nu_{i,\sigma}(E) = \frac{1 - \langle n_{i-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 + i\eta} + \frac{\langle n_{i-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 - U + i\eta}; \]  
\[ \nu_{N,\sigma}(E) = \frac{1 - \langle n_{N-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 + i\eta} + \frac{\langle n_{N-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 - U + i\eta}; \]  
\[ \nu_{i,\sigma}(E) = \frac{1 - \langle n_{i-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 + i\eta} + \frac{\langle n_{i-\sigma} \rangle}{E - E_0 - U + i\eta}, \]  
where the lesser Green’s function \( G^<_{n\sigma}(E) \) may be approximated as \( G^<_{n\sigma}(E) = i\sum_{\alpha} \langle f_{\alpha}^A(G^R_{n\sigma}(E)) + f_{\alpha}^A \rangle \) being Fermi distribution functions for electrodes with chemical potentials \( \mu_{\alpha,\sigma} \) and temperatures \( T_{\alpha} \). Note that in a nonmagnetic system Green’s functions do not depend on the electron spin orientation, as well as transfer matrices \( \Gamma_{\sigma} \). Accepting a serial configuration for the dots and symmetric coupling to the electrodes each \( N \times N \) transfer matrix \( \Gamma_{\sigma} \) has a sole nonzero element, namely, \( \Gamma_{11}^L = \Gamma_{11}^R = \Gamma \).

We compute the Green’s functions matrix elements by self-consistently solving equations (6)–(10). Then we can find the electron transmission function \( \tau(E) = \text{Tr}\{G^R(E)\Gamma^R G^A(E)\Gamma^L\} \) which controls transport characteristics. In the considered system the expression for the electron transmission is reduced to the form: \( \tau(E) = \Gamma^2 |G^R_{11}|^2 \) which is employed in further analysis.

In general, the difference between the electrodes temperatures may give rise to corrections to the on-site energies proportional to \( k\Delta T \) making the Green’s functions matrix elements temperature-dependent [7, 35], and this may bring noticeable changes into the electron transmission provided that the energies on the dots accept values comparable with the these corrections. However, below we assume that \( E_0 \gg k\Delta T \), and the corrections become negligible.

### 3. Results and discussion

At low temperatures electron electrical conductance \( G \), thermal conductance \( \sigma_{el} \) and Seebeck coefficient \( S \) may be directly computed from the electron transmission \( \tau(E) \) provided that the latter smoothly varies near \( E = \mu \) (\( \mu \) being the chemical potential of electrodes in the absence of thermal and electrical bias) and that the temperature difference between the electrodes \( \Delta T \) is much smaller than \( T = \frac{1}{2}(T_L + T_R) \) thus ensuring the linear response regime for the electron transport through the system. The corresponding approximations based on Sommerfeld expansion have the form [51]:
\[ G = \frac{2e^2}{h} \tau(\mu) \equiv G_0 \tau(\mu); \]  
\[ S = \frac{\pi^2 k^2 T}{3|\tau(\mu)|} \frac{\partial \tau}{\partial E} \equiv \sigma_0 \frac{\partial \ln \tau(E)}{\partial E} \bigg|_{E=\mu}; \]  
\[ \sigma_{el} = \frac{1}{h} \frac{\langle \pi k T \rangle^2}{3} \tau(\mu) \left( 1 - \frac{1}{3} \left( \frac{\partial \ln \tau(E)}{\partial E} \right)^2 \right) \bigg|_{E=\mu}. \]  
\]  
(11)

Neglecting phonon contribution into the total thermal conductance \( \sigma_{el} \) we may compute \( Z_T = \frac{S^2}{\sigma_{el}} \). Another important characteristic of thermoelectric efficiency is the power factor \( PF = S^2 G \).

Coulomb interactions between electrons on the dots cause emergence of a gap in the electron transmission spectrum centered at \( E = \tilde{E} \equiv E_0 + \frac{1}{2} U \) [20]. The width of the gap is governed by the charging energy, as shown in figure 2 (left panel). Inside the Coulomb gap the transmission is strongly

Figure 2. Electron transmission spectra. Curves are plotted assuming $E_0 = -7$, $\Gamma_L = \Gamma_R = 1$ for $N = 3$ (left panel) and $U = 2.5$ (right panel); $\beta$ is chosen as a unit of energy.

suppressed. When $N$ exceeds a certain number $N_0$ (which depends on the coupling parameter $\Gamma$ and takes on greater values in stronger coupled systems), $\tau(\tilde{E})$ becomes zero. This is illustrated in the right panel of figure 2. As shown in the inset, at chosen values of relevant energies $\tau(\tilde{E}) = 0$ for $N > 2$.

Basing on line-shapes of the transmission spectra shown in the inset, we may conjecture that at $N > N_0$ the electron transmission inside the Coulomb gap is proportional to $\left(\frac{\mu - E}{D}\right)^{2\tilde{E}}$, where $D$ is the width of the gap which depends on the charging energy $U$ and $k$ is a whole positive number which becomes greater when the number of dots increases. Thus Coulomb interactions may produce a specific feature in the spectrum of electron transmission of a sufficiently long chain of QDs, which gets more pronounced as the chain lengthens. The feature is centered at $E = \tilde{E}$ and resembles a ‘supernode’ appearing in the electron transmission spectra of some chain-like molecules as a result of quantum interference in subunits and causing a significant enhancement of thermoelectric effects [47]. A similar enhancement may occur in multiple QDs wired in series due to the effect of Coulomb interactions provided that the number of included single dots is sufficiently large, as demonstrated below.

Suppose that the chemical potential of electrodes is being varied. When an energy level crosses $\mu$, the transmission gets a maximum and the thermopower changes its sign. The electron transmission and the thermopower dependencies on the position of $\mu$ are shown in figure 3. In plotting these curves we did assume that inter-dot coupling is sufficiently strong and the electrodes temperatures ($T = 0.25/\beta$) exceeds Kondo temperature, so that the system could remain within the Coulomb blockade regime. First we omit Coulomb interactions between electrons ($U = 0$). Then electron transmission function shows several peaks. The number of peaks coincides with the number of dots in the chain. The electrical conductance $G$ is proportional to $\tau$, thus the conductance oscillates in a similar way, as $\mu$ varies. The thermopower also shows saw-toothed oscillations. This is illustrated in the upper panel of figure 3 for $N = 4$. Oscillations of both $G$ and $S$ were first predicted in multiple QDs in parallel configuration [52] and further analyzed in several works [49, 53]. Thermopower oscillations accompanying varying chemical potential of electrodes were observed in single-molecule junctions [54]. Note that in the considered case the oscillations appear regardless of Coulomb interactions between electrons, unlike those discussed in previous works [49, 52, 53].

When electron–electron interactions are included ($U \neq 0$), two peaks located at $\mu = E_0$ and $\mu = E_0 + U$ emerge in the transmission of a single QD, and $S$ changes its sign at these values of $\mu$ and at the middle point between these two ($\mu = \tilde{E}$), as expected (see the middle panel). Note that in this case the transmission takes nonzero value over the whole range between $\mu = E_0$ and $\mu = E_0 + U$. For a chain including four dots ($N = 4$) the Coulomb gap emerges in the electron transmission spectrum, and a quasi-periodicity of $\tau$ and $S$ behavior vanishes. When $\tilde{E}$ is located in the vicinity of $\mu$ the transmission is suppressed and the thermopower exhibits a giant derivative-like feature originating from the Coulomb gap in the transmission, as displayed in the lower panel of this figure. Such feature does not appear in the case of a single dot sandwiched between the electrodes.

When a gate voltage $V_{g0}$ is applied across the considered transport junction, it shifts the electron transmission spectrum. We may present this shift as $\Delta E = |e|V_g$, where $V_g$ is that portion of the voltage created by the gates which directly falls upon the chain compiled out of QDs. The relationship between the voltages $V_{g0}$ and $V_g$ is a rather complicated one, and we do not explore it here. Nevertheless, we can treat the main characteristics of thermoelectric transport as dependent on $V_g$. Such dependencies of $S$, ZT and PF are shown in figures 4 and 5. At fixed $U$ the enhancement of both Seebeck coefficient and ZT occurring due to the presence of the Coulomb gap becomes more pronounced when the number of dots $N$ increases. This is shown in the left panels of figures 4 and 5. The dependence of the thermopower on the charging energy is more complex. The charging energy $U$ determines the Coulomb gap width and affects the position of its center. Accordingly, varying $U$ at a fixed $N$ we shift positions and change widths of the corresponding features emerging in $S$ and ZT versus $V_g$ curves due to the Coulomb gap. At low values of $U$ these features heights are increasing fast as the charging energy enhances but at greater $U$ the increase is slowing down. For the thermopower,
Figure 3. Electron transmission and the corresponding thermopower plotted at $E = \mu$ ($\mu$ being the chemical potential of electrodes) as functions of $\mu$ for $N = 4$, $U = 0$ (upper panel); for $N = 1$, $U = 2.5$ (middle panel) and for $N = 4$, $U = 2.5$ (lower panel) assuming that $kT = 0.25$, $E_0 = -7$, $\Gamma_L = \Gamma_R = 1$. All energies are measured in the units of $\beta$.

Figure 4. Thermopower $S$ as a function of the voltage $V_g$ plotted for $U = 2.5$ and several values of $N$ (left) and for $N = 3$ and several values of $U$ (right) assuming that $\mu = 0$, $kT = 0.25$, $E_0 = -7$, $\Gamma_L = \Gamma_R = 1$. Here, $\beta$ is used as the unit of energy and $\beta/|e|$ as the unit of voltage.

this trend is illustrated in the inset to figure 4. We may expect that at sufficiently high $U$ the curve shown there will level off, and the charging energy influence on $S$ and $ZT$ maximum values will cease to exist. This may happen because only a small part of the transmission spectrum around $E = \mu$ determines the values of these characteristics. When $\mu$ is placed in the middle of a fairly broad Coulomb gap, $\tau(\mu)$ remains equal to zero over the whole relevant energy range regardless of the specific value of $U$.

The power factor $S^2G$ is an important characteristic of thermoelectric efficiency along with the figure of merit $ZT$. To further justify the thermoelectric efficiency one needs to show that PF increases due to the presence of the Coulomb gap in the transmission spectra of long chains made out of QDs. Results displayed in figure 5 are providing for the necessary justification. It is shown that PF reaches a maximum when the gate voltage drags the middle point of the Coulomb gap $E = \tilde{E}$ into a close vicinity of the chemical potential $\mu$ (see the left panel). Assuming that $U$ is fixed, the height of this peak significantly increases as $N$ grows. Note that in the case of $N = 1$ (a single dot) and $N = 2$ (a double dot wired in series) where $\tau(\tilde{E}) \neq 0$, the peak heights are much smaller than those corresponding to greater number of dots ensuring a well formed Coulomb gap to appear. The power factor also shows a complex dependence on the charging energy, as illustrated in the right panel of figure 5. One observes that at fixed $N$ peaks associated with the Coulomb gap have maximum height at certain moderate values of the charging energy and are becoming lower as $U$ further increases. Again, this may happen due to the specifics of the transmission spectra around $E = \tilde{E}$, which was discussed above.

When a gate voltage forces a transmission peak situated beyond the Coulomb gap to cross $E = \mu$, a derivative-like feature in $S$ also emerges as shown in the right panel of figure 4. However, magnitudes of these features are much smaller than those related to the Coulomb gap in the transmission spectrum. Therefore one may conclude that intra-dot Coulomb interactions in long chains of QDs (or in long chain-like molecules)
may give rise to a giant thermoelectric effect and significantly improve the efficiency of heat-to-electric energy conversion in such systems provided that phonon contribution into the thermal conductance is small and $\propto \approx \propto_{el}$.

4. Conclusion

In the present work we focused on thermoelectric transport through a system consisting of several QDs in a serial configuration placed in between nonmagnetic conducting electrodes. Specifically, we studied the effect of intra-dot Coulomb interactions on Seebeck coefficient, thermoelectric power factor $PF = S^2G$ and thermoelectric figure of merit $ZT$ within the Coulomb blockade regime. Effects of electron–phonon interactions on the electron transport were assumed to be small, and coherent electron tunneling was considered to be a predominant transport mechanism. Transport characteristics were computed using the Green’s functions formalism.

Within the adopted tight-binding model, the electron transmission spectra for the considered multiple dot in the absence of electron–electron interactions display sets of peaks symmetrically arranged around the on-dot energy $E_0$. The number of peaks equals the number of QDs in the considered system. Correspondingly, when the chemical potential is varies the electron conductance $G$ and the thermopower $S$ show a series of oscillations whose number also equals $N$.

Intra-dot Coulomb interactions cause the emergence of a gap in the transmission spectrum thus bringing qualitative changes into the electron thermoelectric transport. When the number of dots in the chain is sufficiently large, an additional derivative-like feature associated with the Coulomb gap emerges in Seebeck coefficient as well as in PF and ZT at appropriate values of the gate voltage. The features magnitudes strongly exceed all remaining values of these quantities thus indicating a possibility of a giant thermoelectric effect and the improvement of efficiency of energy conversion in the considered transport junctions.

Obtained results resemble those reported in reference [47] where the great enhancement of Seebeck coefficient originated from transmission ‘supernodes’ appearing in the transmission spectra of some chain-like molecules due to interference effects. In the present case, the interference effects are not important but Coulomb interactions cause the transmission to vanish over a certain energy range thus affecting characteristics of thermoelectric transport in a similar way.

Presented results were obtained omitting effects of electron–phonon interactions on the electron transport. In general, thermal conductance $\propto$ differs from the result given by equation (11) and describing the electron contribution $\propto_{el}$. It includes an additional phonon term which may noticeably enhance the total $\propto$ and thus reduce $ZT$. However, the phonon contribution into the thermal conductance of multiple QDs may be significantly suppressed by appropriate design of the system, as suggested in several works (see e.g. references [46, 47, 55, 56]). Therefore we believe that the presented results may be useful for further understanding and modeling of thermoelectric transport through multiple QDs and long molecules and for manufacturing nanoscale energy converters.
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